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1. A Steiff Marianne Meisel limited 
edition teddy bear, inspired from a 
watercolour, rose mohair decorated with 
hand felted flowers, 681 for the year 
2007 with certificate and drawstring bag 
-- 15¾in (40cm.) high
 £60-80
 
2. Two Steiff Club Miniatures, 
including a blue elephant with orange 
saddlecloth, and a white polar bear with 
multi-coloured pom-pom and ring, in 
original window boxes with certificates 
-- 4 in (10cm.) long
 £30-40
 
3. A Steiff Year 2000 Teddy bear 
Blond 43, 3778 for the year 1999, with 
certificate --17in(43cm.) high
 £40-60
 
4. A Steiff yellow tag original 
Teddybär Replica 1909, with card tag -- 
17in (43cm.) high
 £40-60
 
5. A Steiff Centenary Teddy Bear 
blond 44, with curly mohair and a dark 
blue ribbon, 12700 for the year 2002, 
certificate -- 17in (43cm.) high
 £30-50
 
6. A Steiff limited edition brown 
tipped Fraser bear, made exclusively 
for Jenners House of Fraser store in 
Edinburgh, 126 of 1500, wearing a 
medallion with Faser tartan ribbon, with 
certificate and original drawstring bag -- 
9in(23cm.) high
 £30-50
 
7. A Steiff replica Teddy 26 
Blond, for the 25th Anniversary of the 
Nuremberg Toy Museum, decorated with 
an embroidery red spinning top to foot 
pad, 155 of 3000 for the year 1996-- 9 in 
(23cm.) high
 £20-30
 
8. Two small Steiff yellow tag 
teddy bears, a miniature Petsy with 
purple ribbon and card tag and a smaller 
teddy bear in blue knitted jumper and 
hanging cord --6 in(15cm.) 
 £20-40
 
9. Four Steiff Club Miniature teddy 
bears, for the years 1997, 2002, 2005 
all in original boxes with certificates and 
a smaller green teddy bear wearing a 
necklace with green stone, in original box 
(no certificate) 4 in (10cm.) high
 £40-60
 

10. Four Steiff Club Miniature 
teddy bears, For the years 2000, 2001, 
2003, and 2004 all in original boxes with 
certificates; and a Steiff Club teddy badge 
--4 in (10cm.) high
 £40-60
 
11. Three Steiff Club Miniature 
teddy bears, For the years 2008, 2009, 
and 2010 all in original boxes with 
certificates; (2008 missing the plastic 
window cover) --4 in (10cm.) high
 £30-50
 
12. A Hyefolk Woodland Beauty 
collectors teddy bear, designed by 
Pamela and Sally-Jane Hobbs, holding 
a stick with ‘ratty’ attached to it, with a 
card tag --12in (30cm.) high (dusty)
 £50-70
 
13. A Hyefolk Dily’s collectors teddy 
bear, designed by Pamela and Sally-Jane 
Hobbs, a one-off collectors bear with card 
tag, holding three sunflowers with a bee 
themed head scarf --11 in (28cm) high 
(dusty)
 £40-60
 
14. A Hyefolk Ed collectors teddy 
bear, designed by Pamela and Sally-Jane 
Hobbs, wearing a green cardigan, with 
‘ED’ necklace and leather purse --11in 
(28cm) high (no card tag, dusty tear to 
purse) 
 £40-60
 
15. A Hyefolk Wood Chopper 
Will collectors teddy bear, designed by 
Pamela and Sally-Jane Hobbs, a one off 
collectors bear with card tag, holding a 
bundle of sticks dressed in a checked shirt 
--11 in (28cm) high (Slight stain to foot 
pads, dusty)
 £40-60
 
16. A Bisson Bears, limited edition 
Hamish artist teddy bear, designed by 
Gail Thornton, 3 of 3 from 2001, fully 
jointed, with a waxed nose, and suede 
pads, card tag with wooden BB button to 
ear --24 in (60cm.) high (some wear to 
foot pads)
 £80-120
 
17. A large Thynne Bears Lennard 
artist teddy bear, designed by Jenny 
Travers for Bears Upstairs, limited edition 
1 of 1 from 2001, fully jointed with suede 
pads; with card tag --24 in (60cm.) high 
(slight wear to suede on foot pads)
 £50-70
 

18. A Jacandy Bears, artist teddy 
bear, designed by Jacqui Veazey, fully 
jointed with suede detailing around eyes 
--19in (48cm.) high (no tag)
 £30-50
 
19. Three Dean’s Rag Book 
Company Teddy bears, the largest 
dressed in a silk cravat with pin No. 10, 
mauve teddy bear with floral ribbon 
No.27, and a Hampton Limited edition 
1841 for the year 2004 with card tag-- 
21in (51cm.) high largest
 £40-60
 
20. Five Dean’s Rag Book Company 
Membership teddy bears, for the years 
2011 to 2014 and 2016, all with card tags 
--9in (23cm.) high (label for 2012 Harry 
bear, small dirty mark
 £40-60
 
21. Four Dean’s Rag Book Company 
Membership teddy bears, for the years 
2008 to 2010, all with card tags -- 10in 
(26cm.) high
 £40-60
 
22. Four Dean’s Rag Book Company 
teddy bears, including Horatio 2141 
for the year 2005, Hieronymous 1781 
for the year 2006, Hubert 2015 Club 
Membership bear, all with card tags; and 
a black 2000 teddy bear limited edition 
16 (no tags) --12in (30cm) high
 £40-60
 
23. Four Dean’s Rag Book Company 
Membership teddy bears, for the years 
1995 to 1998 -- 10in (25cm.) high (no 
card tags, slight stain to ribbon on Horace 
1997 bear)
 £40-60
 
24. Four Dean’s Rag Book Company 
teddy bears, a Hardy 1916 for the year 
2000, Hugo 1959 for the year 2001, Henry 
the Centenary bear 264, 2003, all with 
card tags; and Hudson 2002 Membership 
bear 2850, (no tag) --11in(28cm.) high
 £40-60
 
25. A Steiner Bears Jonathan teddy 
bear, designed by Heidi Steiner, fully 
jointed with felt pads, card tag --16in 
(40cm.) high (right eye cracked, left eye 
with scratch)
 £30-50
 
26. Six Ruskin Bears teddy bears, 
designed by Lesley Simpson, four with 
card tags --14in (35cm.) high largest.
 £40-60
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27. Three Bransgore Bears teddy 
bears, Lean Bean limited edition of 100, 
Crumble Membership bear for 1998 both 
with card tags and a collectors club 1999 
bear (no tags) --16in (41cm.) high
 £30-40
 
28. Two artist teddy bears, an 
Apple tree Bears, Edgar 1 of 1 wearing 
a rucksack with miniature teddy bear 
inside, and a Beares of Mimizan Duncan 
1 of 5, both with card tags --12in (31cm.) 
high
 £40-60
 
29. Two Chub designed by Cubs 
teddy bears, Lenny 7 of 500, and Louise 
12 of 500, fully jointed with matching 
tartan ribbons, both with card tags--11in 
(28cm.) high
 £20-40
 
30. A Bedspring Bears Cyril artist 
teddy bear, designed by Anne Thomas 
and Amanda Davies, golden mohair, fully 
jointed aged teddy bear --15in (38cm.) 
high 
 £20-40
 
31. Three Dean’s Rag Book 
Company Teddy bears, including a Silver 
Members bear 2003, no. 289, Hobson 
membership bear for 1999, and a yellow 
2000, no.16, and 18 Deans pin badges on 
a hand knitted jumper for teddy bears -- 
15in (38cm.) high largest
 £30-50
 
32. A Jancandy Bears teddy bear, 
grey mohair, designed by Jacqui Veazey, 
fully jointed with suede pads, a Jacandy 
nightshirt and cap; and another unknown 
artist teddy bear (faded text to unknown 
bears feet, possible date 1996, dusty 
nightshirt dusty)
 £40-60
 
33. A Treasures-n-Pleasures Lottie 
teddy bear, with silver collar, designed by 
Sue Hobbrough, 1 of 1 with card tag and 
two smaller artist teddy bears, (without 
tags) -- 20in (51cm.) high (slight moth 
nibbles and small stain to feet of Lottie, 
dusty) 
 £50-70
 
34. A Jay Hadley artist teddy bear, 
blond mohair fully jointed and a Ruskin 
Bears, Bears for the Millennium, no.628 
by Lesley Simpson --22in (56cm.)
 £50-70
 

35. A Merrythought Goldie 
collectors teddy bear, limited edition, 
signed by John Axe 1995, 186 of 1000, 
and a Young at Heart limited edition 5 of 
500 by Geraldine’s of Edinburgh -- 17½in 
(45cm.) high (Young at heart bear dusty) 
 £30-50
 
36. Two Dean’s Artist Showcase 
teddy bears, the larger wearing a blue 
cardigan by Frank Webster, no.121, and 
another by Stephanie Schoen -- 17½in 
(45cm.) high (dusty, no tags) 
 £40-60
 
37. Two Big Softies teddy bears, 
Uncle Benjamin, wearing a waistcoat and 
glasses and another -- 18½in (47cm.) high 
(dusty) 
 £30-50
 
38. Three Artist teddy bears, 
including Bubble gum by Bear Legends, 
Strawberry by Toddy Bears, both with 
card tags; and a Dean’s Rag Book Co. 
Edgar for Past Times --17in (44cm.) 
high largest (Bubble gum with slight 
discolouration to pads)
 £30-50
 
39. A quantity of small 
manufactured teddy bears, and doll and 
teddy bear clothing, some hand knitted
 £30-40
 
40. A Steiff yellow tagged original 
Teddy bear, Carmel mohair --16in(40cm.) 
high
 £40-60
 
41. A Steiff limited edition Museum 
Collection Record Teddy Rose teddy 
bear, 1297 of 4000, in original window 
box, 1991/2
 £50-70
 
42. A Steiff limited edition Dicky 
1930 white 25 teddy bear, 2436 of 9000 
for the year 1992, in original box with 
certificate --10in (25cm.) 
 £40-60
 
43. A Steiff limited edition replica 
1955 teddy bear, with neck mechanism, 
2095 of 4000 for year 1990; with 
certificate and in original window box -- 
10in (25cm.) high
 £40-60
 

44. A Steiff Snap Dicky 1936 replica 
blond 32 teddy bear 978 of 5000 for the 
year 1998, in original box with certificate 
-- 12½in (32cm.) high
 £30-50
 
45. A Steiff limited edition Grandpa 
Foxy Felt Doll, 183 of 1200 for the year 
1996, in original box with certificate 
 £30-50
 
46. A Steiff limited edition Dicky 
1930 white replica teddy bear, 1243 of 
7000 for the year 1992, in original box 
with certificate 
 £40-60
 
47. A Steiff limited edition Museum 
Collection Record Teddy Rose teddy 
bear, 1038 of 4000, in original window 
box, 1991/2 (slight crack to plastic on side 
of box)
 £40-60
 
48. A Steiff limited edition Dicky 
1935 blond replica teddy bear, 393 of 
4000, for the year 2000, with certificate, 
in original box and outer packing
 £30-50
 
49. Steiff Danbury Mint Exclusive 
Four Seasons teddy bear collection, 
Dylan Spring Bear with a sprig of daffodils 
and Pilla duckling, Sunny Summer Bear 
wearing blue T-shirt and sun glasses, 
Scrumpy Autumn Teddy Bear and 
Hamish Winter Bear, wearing tartan Tam 
o’Shanter and scarf, all with certificates 
--12.5”/31cm (Autumn Teddy Bear, 
without wicker basket)
 £50-70
 
50. A Steiff Club limited edition 
Harlequin 1925 replica teddy bear, 
5383 of 2000, for the year 2000/2001, 
in original box with certificate -- 13¾in 
(35cm.) high (boxed creased)
 £50-70
 
51. A Steiff limited edition Swiss 
Exclusive Heidi teddy bear, 14 of 1500, 
wearing felt headdress and red cotton 
pinafore dress, 2002, in original box 
--11in (28cm.)
 £60-80
 
52. A Steiff limited edition Schellen 
-Ursli Little Mountain boy, 1644 of 3000, 
for 1996 in original box (missing story 
book)
 £50-70
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53. A Steiff limited edition Edelweiß 
teddy bear, exclusively for Germany, 
Austria and Switzerland, in dark green 
mohair, with embroidered edelweiss 
flower to feet, wearing a silk scarf with 
scarf holder in the style of an edelweiss 
flower, 1430 of 1500, in original box with 
certificate -- 15in (38cm.) high
 £50-70
 
54. A Steiff limited club edition 
1999/2000 teddy bear, golden brown and 
dusky pink, 2173 for the year 1999, in 
original box with certificate
 £30-50
 
55. A Charlie Bears Bubba, designed 
by Isabelle Lee, with card tag and original 
bag --23in (59cm.) high
 £30-50
 
56. A Charlie Bears Linus lion, 
designed by Isabelle Lee, golden plush, 
with card tag --18in (46cm.) high 
 £40-60
 
57. A Charlie Bears Loki lynx, 2016, 
designed by Isabelle Lee, with card tag -- 
22in (56cm.) high
 £80-120
 
58. A Charlie Bears limited edition 
Anniversary Diesel the Birthday teddy 
bear, designed by Isabelle Lee, for the 
10th birthday, with card and certificate 
tags -- 13in (33cm.) high
 £30-50
 
59. A Charlie Bears Scarecrow, 
2015, designed by Isabelle Lee, with card 
tag --18in (46cm.) high
 £30-50
 
60. A Charlie Bears Malcolm Moon 
teddy bear, designed by Isabelle Lee, 
black plush with crescent golden sandy 
bib, CB194201, for years 2009-2012 -- 
20in (51cm.) high (no tag)
 £40-60
 
61. A Charlie Bears Roxie red 
panda, 2014, designed by Isabelle Lee, 
with card tag --18in (46cm.) high
 £40-60
 
62. A Charlie Bears Oakley Teddy 
Bear, 2010, designed by Isabell Lee black 
with white tipped plush, with card tag 
--17½in (44cm.) high 
 £40-60
 

63. A Charlie Bears Hutch rabbit, 
designed by Isabelle Lee from the Secret 
Collections 2013; grey and brown plush, 
with card tag --18in (46cm.) high
 £50-70
 
64. A Charlie Bears Isabelle Minimo 
Collection Townend fox, from The Forest 
Friends set, designed by Isabelle Lee 
--7in(18cm.) high (no tag)
 £30-50
 
65. A Charlie Bears Pimky monkey, 
2016, designed by Isabelle Lee brown and 
cinnamon with frosted tip plush; with 
card tag --10in (26cm.) high
 £20-40
 
66. A Charlie Bears Kuma, 2013, 
designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, 
limited edition of 2000; black with grey/
brown tip --22in (56cm.) high (no tag)
 £40-60
 
67. A Charlie Bears limited edition 
Grizelle and Grace teddy bears, 412 of 
1500, designed by Isabelle Lee for the 
year 2017; with card and certificate of 
authenticity tags-- 23½in (60cm.) high
 £80-120
 
68. A Charlie Bears Dyfrig teddy 
bear, 2010, designed by Isabelle Lee, 
cream and brown with black tipped plush 
--23in (59cm.) high (no tag)
 £40-60
 
69. A Charlie Bears Seth teddy bear, 
2009, Sun bear Seth designed by Isabelle 
Lee and William; black, with golden snout 
and crescent to bib --19in (49cm.) high 
(no tag)
 £30-50
 
70. A Charlie Bears Silkie teddy 
bear, from the Secret Collections 2014, 
designed by Isabelle Lee with card tag 
--18in (46cm.) high 
 £30-50
 
71. A Charlie Bears Kennett Koala 
bear, 2013, designed by Isabelle Lee, grey 
and white plush -- 18in (46cm.) high (no 
tags)
 £20-40
 
72. A Charlie Bears Sheba black 
panther, from the Charlie Bears Plush 
Collections 2016, designed by Isabelle 
Lee; with card tags -- 18in (46cm.) high
 £50-70
 

73. A Charlie Bears Otto teddy 
bear, 2013 designed by Heather Lyell and 
Charlie, in a tiger plush --21in (54cm.) 
high (no tag)
 £30-50
 
74. A Charlie Bears Gordon Badger, 
2014 designed by Isabelle Lee, with card 
tag --17½in (45cm.) high
 £30-50
 
75. A Charlie Bears limited edition 
Quill-I-am hedgehog, from the Forest 
Friends Collection 2014, designed by 
Charlie and Isabelle Lee, with card and 
certificate of authenticity tags and bag --
 £40-60
 
76. A Steiff for Coca-Cola Polar Bear, 
4116 of 1000, in original box with tag 
certificate, 1999 (moth to underside)
 £30-50
 
77. A Steiff limited edition replica 
Muzzle teddy bear 1908, 2764 of 6000, 
white mohair, in original box with plastic 
lid and certificate 1990 -- 13¾in (35cm). 
(high) (box with some marks)
 £30-50
 
78. A Steiff limited edition replica 
Muzzle teddy bear 1908, 4575 of 
5000, white mohair, in original box and 
certificate 1988/89 -- 17in (44cm.) high 
(no plastic lid, creasing to corner of box 
slight marks to leather muzzle)
 £50-80
 
79. A large white Steiff limited 
edition replica muzzle teddy bear 1908 
1912 of 2650, in original windowbox with 
certiifcate 1989 --21in(53cm.) high (small 
hole to foot pad, box with some marks, 
and cracks to corners of plastic lid)
 £80-100
 
80. A Steiff limited edition black 
British Collectors 1912 Replica Teddy 
Bear, 250 of 3000, in original box with 
certificate, 1991 (box with crease to side)
 £80-100
 
81. A Steiff Comme D’ Habitude 
teddy bear, made exclusively for Europe, 
658 of 1500, 1994 in original box with 
certificate --12in (30cm.) high 
 £50-80
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82. A Steiff Happy Anniversary 
replica teddy bear, 638 of 5,000 in 
original window box with certificate 
--25½in (65cm.) high (dusty, plastic 
window with some small marks and 
corner tear
 £100-150
 
83. Two Steiff Club Edition limited 
chicken and cockeral Eierwaermer-Set, 
egg cosies --5½in (14cm.) high
 £30-50
 
84. A set of Steiff Swarovski four 
seasons teddy bears, Eliza the spring 
bear, Roise the summer bear, Oakley the 
autumn bear and Kasper the winter bear 
-- 10in (27cm.) high (kasper with small 
brown stain to and back of arm)
 £150-200
 
85. A Steiff enamel Margarete Steiff 
Toys wall plaque, in original box, a set of 
playing card, unjointed yellow tag teddy 
bear and a small cshop counter stand 
--19in (48.3cm) long
 £30-50
 
86. A Steiff yellow tagged Cosy 
Dino, and a Steiff yellow tag Woodpecker
 £30-50
 
87. Two small Steiff teddy bears, 
comprising of a Dicky 1935 replica 
1196 of 4000 from the year 2000, and 
a TeddybÄr 1948 replica blond 2117 of 
5000 from the year 1997
 £60-80
 
88. A Steiff limited edition Golden 
Jubilee teddy bear, produced exclusively 
for Guild of Glass & China Retailers, 
wearing Wedgwood blue ribbon with 
Wedgwood Cameo medallion with 
embroidery to feet, 208 of 2002 --14½in 
(37cm.) high (dusty)
 £30-50
 
89. a Steiff limited edition Harrods 
Centenary musical teddy bear, 601 
of 2000 in original box with certificate 
--17½in (44cm.) high
 £50-80
 
90. A Steiff limited edition Princess 
teddy bear, made exclusively for Japan, 
with boxed tara, 439 of 1500 in original 
box with certificate (box with scratch to 
side)
 £60-80
 

91. A Harrods 20th Anniversary 
hand puppet, with tag, a Gund Disney 
Fest Special Edition Classic Pooh, and two 
others
 £30-50
 
92. A Steiff Centenary Teddy Bear 
blond 44, 6293 for the year 2002 --17½in 
(44cm.) high (dusty ) 
 £30-40
 
93. Steiff limited edition Galop 
-Teddies 1926 replica Brown and white, 
820 of 2500 with push collars and bell, in 
original box with certificate, 1997 --7in 
(18cm.) long
 £40-60
 
94. A Steiff Club Edition 1992 teddy 
baby Blau replica 3506 for the year, in 
original box -- 11in (28cm) high
 £40-60
 
95. A Steiff Club Edition 1994 teddy 
bear 1908 replica blue, 8107 for the 
year, in original box with certificate --13in 
(33cm.) high
 £40-60
 
96. Four Harrods’s teddy bears, for 
the years 200, 2005, 2008, 2009, a Chad 
Valley fairy bear and three others -- 17½in 
(40cm.) high
 £30-50
 
97. A Hermann limited edition 
Four Sektoren-BÄr Berlin 1945 -1994, 
175 of 500 with card tag and four flags 
embroider to pads, and a limited edition 
Merrythought Musical Cheeky teddy 
bear, 396 of 500, with card tag, and in 
original plastic bag --15in (38cm.) high
 £40-60
 
98. A Steiff Club Edition 1996 Dicky 
Brown bear 1935 replica, 3693 for the 
year, in original box with certificate -- 
12½in (32cm). High
 £40-60
 
99. A Steiff Club Edition 1995/96 
Baby Bear 1946 Blond replica, 682 for 
the year, in original box with certificate 
--14in 935cm.) high
 £40-60
 

100. A small 1930s British teddy 
bear, with clear and black glass eyes 
with brown painted backs, pronounced 
muzzle, black stitched nose and mouth, 
swivel head, jointed limbs, slight hump, 
inoperative squeaker and tank top --13in 
(33cm.) high (worn)
 £30-50
 
101. Two Russian clockwork bears, 
with pressed card body covered in brown 
artificial silk plush, open mouths, one 
holding a milk bottle, the other an ice 
cream --9 ¼in (23.5cm.) high
 £40-60
 
102. A post-war Merrythought teddy 
bear, with golden mohair, orange and 
black glass eyes, clipped muzzle, black 
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel 
head, jointed limbs with felt pads, printed 
label, inoperative squeaker, cream robe 
and cardigan --15 ½in (39cm.) high (some 
wear and thinning) 
 £40-60
 
103. A post-war Chad Valley teddy 
bear, with blonde mohair, orange and 
black glass eyes, black stitched nose and 
mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs with 
painted cloth pads, inoperative squeaker, 
square Queen Mother label on foot and 
tank top --13 ¾in (35cm.) high (some 
wear and hole in label)
 £30-50
 
104. A post-war Chiltern Hugmee 
teddy bear, with golden mohair, orange 
and black glass eyes, black stitched 
nose and mouth, swivel head, jointed 
limbs and cardigan --16in (40.5cm.) high 
(replace front of one foot and pads, eyes 
moved or replaced, balding and general 
wear)
 £30-40
 
105. A 1940s Invicta teddy bears, 
with golden mohair, orange and black 
glass eyes, brown stitched nose and 
mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs with 
painted cloth pads, inoperative squeaker, 
red knitted cardigan and scarf --15 ½in 
(39.5cm.) high (balding and wear)
 £30-40
 
106. A 1930s German teddy bear, 
with short golden mohair, replace boot 
button eyes, swivel head, jointed limbs, 
inoperative growler and knitted jumper 
--24in (61cm.) high (replaced muzzle, one 
ear split to made two, pads replaced and 
worn)
 £30-40
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107. A late 1950s Chiltern Hugmee 
teddy bear, with golden mohair mix, 
orange and black plastic eyes, black 
plastic nose, stitched mouth, swivel head, 
jointed limbs with painted cloth pads, 
inoperative squeaker, green and white 
gingham dungarees, knitted jumper and 
red spotted neckerchief --13 ½in (34cm.) 
high (wear)
 £30-40
 
108. A 1960s Pedigree teddy bear, 
with golden mohair, orange and black 
plastic eyes, ears with bells, black stitched 
nose and mouth, swivel head, jointed 
limbs with brown velvet pads, brown 
trousers and cream tank top --22 ½in 
(57cm.) high (bald spot on back and 
general wear)
 £30-40
 
109. A German teddy bear 1910-20s, 
with golden mohair, black boot button 
eyes pronounced muzzle, slotted-in-ears, 
swivel head, jointed limbs and elongated 
body with inoperative growler --16in 
(40.5cm.) high (large moth hole to back 
of right foot and plush loss around, other 
general wear, moth and pads replaced)
 £30-50
 
110. A 1930s German teddy bear, 
with bright golden mohair, orange 
and black glass eyes, slotted-in-ears, 
pronounced muzzle, swivel head, 
jointed limbs and elongated body with 
inoperative growler --21in (53.5cm.) high 
(five patched noses to face, balding and 
general wear)
 £30-40
 
111. A 1920s British seated terrier, 
with white mohair, green and black glass 
eyes, black stitched nose, mouth and 
claws, black mohair lining to ears and 
later leather collar --15in (38cm.) high 
(balding and wear)
 £40-60
 
112. Six vintage soft toy dogs, a large 
seated dog with wool plush and glass 
eyes --17in (43cm.) high; and four others 
(worn, one eye missing) 
 £40-60
 
113. Three British dog nightdress 
cases, a 1930s Merrythought lying 
black and white mohair spaniel with 
label --20in (51cm.) long (some wear), a 
Twyford black Scottie with label (slight 
wear); and a white 1930s example with 
black ears (worn)
 £30-50
 

114. Two post-war Alpha Farnell 
Beauty dog nightdress cases, with wool 
plush, glass eyes and red and blue label 
--15in (38cm.) long (one faded and some 
wear)
 £30-50
 
115. Three vintage British soft toy 
dogs, a terrier with white, brown and 
black mohair and orange and black glass 
eyes --16in (40.5cm.) long; and two 
nightdress cases
 £30-50
 
116. Two British 1930s soft toy dogs, 
one with brown and white mohair, black 
stitched nose and mouth with red oil-
cloth tongue --9 ½in (24cm.) long (slight 
wear); and another larger (a few bald 
spots)
 £30-50
 
117. Seven vintage soft toy dogs, a 
Pedigree terrier with printed label --11in 
(28cm.) long; a Merrythought Tramp; 
three other terriers; and two others 
(some worn)
 £30-50
 
118. Two Jungle Toys wild cats, a 
reclining tiger with stripped wool plush, 
orange and black glass eyes, 1930s --12in 
(31cm.) long; and a lion cub handkerchief 
case
 £30-50
 
119. Two antique children’s chairs, 
one a country style kitchen chair with 
turned legs --23in (58.5cm.) high; and the 
smaller with canned seat (some repair to 
later)
 £30-50
 
120. Three antique pine children’s 
chairs, for Daddy, Mummy and Baby bear 
--26in (66cm.) tallest (slight repairs)
 £30-50
 
121. Four vintage teddy bear/
children’s chairs, a varnished pine 
Windsor type chair --22in (56cm.) high; 
a rocking chair, a commode chair and 
another
 £40-60
 
122. Three wooden child’s chairs, 
with straight supports and curved 
continuous arm and back rest --20 ½in 
(52cm.) tallest
 £40-60
 

123. Five antique style child and 
teddy bear chairs, the largest a Windsor 
type --24in (61cm.) high; a pair of green 
painted kitchen type chairs and two 
others
 £40-60
 
124. An antique children’s highchair, 
with safety bar --29 ½in (75cm.) high; a 
basket chair (some woodworm), a deck 
chair and small painted pine chair
 £40-60
 
125. A 1920s doll’s perambulator, 
with two-tone brown painted wooden 
body, oil-cloth hood and cover, 
suspension with spoked wheels --33in 
(84cm.) long
 £40-60
 
126. Five reproduction wooden 
teddy bear sledges, largest --13½in 
(34cm.) long 
 £30-50
 
127. Three reproduction teddy bear 
and doll bicycles largest --12in(30cm.) 
high 
 £30-50
 
128. Four large reproduction teddy 
bear sledges, including a The Boyd’s 
Collection sledge, on metal runners with 
rope handle -- 21½in (52cm.) long
 £30-50
 
129. Five basket teddy bear and doll 
chairs, one decorated with a pink fan 
back, and a brown painted basket sofa 
--18in (46cm.) wide
 £30-50
 
130. Seven basket teddy bear and 
doll chairs, one with enclosed back 
--17½in (44cm.) high
 £40-60
 
131. Three wicker perambulators, 
two wicker mosses baskets, and three 
modern perambulators -- 27in(69cm.) 
high (largest perambulator missing a 
handle) 
 £30-50
 
132. Six small teddy bear chairs, a 
milking stool and desk --13in (33cm.) high
 £30-50
 
133. Five teddy bear or doll beds, 
including two on rockers and a metal bed 
frame --18¾in(48cm.) long 
 £30-50
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134. Eleven teddy bear chairs, 
including four rocking chairs, a blue 
bench and a white metal chair --12in 
(30cm.) high
 £30-50
 
135. A selection of tinplate 
clockwork toys, including a monkey, 
mouse, Rico bird, two miniature buckets, 
two post boxes; and a hurdy gurdy 
(monkey missing leg and hand, general 
wear and paint flakes)
 £30-50
 
136. A selection of wooden toys, 
including a red push along walker, bus, 
car, pull along train; and others
 £30-50
 
137. A Chiltern post-war teddy bear, 
with orange and black plastic eyes, plastic 
nose, golden synthetic and mixed plush, 
painted pads, swivel head, jointed limbs 
--10½in (27cm.) high (stain to abdomen, 
nose, small hole on ear, general wear) 
 £30-40
 
138. A German 1920s teddy bear, 
with glass eyes, slotted-in-ears, swivel 
head and jointed limbs with felt pads 
--20in (51cm.) high (missing one eye, 
other damaged, repairs to three pads, felt 
worn on other pad, loose stitching to leg)
 £40-50
 
139. A Chad Valley post-war teddy 
bear, with orange and black plastic eye, 
and brown painted pads, swivel head, 
jointed limbs and seam label -- 10in 
926cm.) high (general wear, and cracking 
to painted pads)
 £30-40
 
140. A British 1950’s small teddy 
bear, with clear and black glass eyes 
with brown replaced pads, swivel head, 
jointed limbs, inoperative squeaker --10in 
(26cm). high (slight general wear and 
thinning)
 £30-40
 
141. A large post -war teddy bear, 
probably British, golden burlap plush, 
with orange and black plastic eyes, and 
brown painted cloth pads; swivel head, 
jointed limbs -- 29in (74cm.) high (general 
wear, moth nibbles to burlap weave in 
places, and black worn on eyes)
 £30-50
 

142. A Chiltern post-war teddy bear, 
with orange and black glass eyes, swivel 
head, jointed limbs and cloth pads, in a 
purple tank top -- (slight general wear 
and thinning, one eye slightly loose)
 £30-50
 
143. A 1950’s Chiltern Hugmee teddy 
bear, with orange and black glass eyes, 
swivel head, jointed limbs and painted 
cloth pads, dressed in a red tank top, 
shirt and jean shorts --10in (25cm.) high 
(general wear and thinning)
 £40-50
 
144. A Chad Valley post-war teddy 
bear, orange and black glass eyes, velvet 
pads with a square indistinct label to 
foot pad; swivel head and jointed limbs 
-- 14½in (37cm.) high (some thinning and 
wear to velvet pads) 
 £30-50
 
145. A large British 1950/60’s Teddy 
bear, synthetic mixed plush, with orange 
and black plastic eyes and painted cloth 
pads, swivel head and jointed limbs --34in 
(86cm.) high (dusty) 
 £40-60
 
146. A Tara Toys 1950’s Teddy bear, 
with distinctive vertically stitched nose, 
inverted Y shaped mouth, orange and 
black plastic eyes, working growler and 
painted cloth pads -- 26in (66cm.) high 
(some thinning mainly, to the lower 
abdomen, ears and arm and muzzle)
 £40-60
 
147. A Dean’s mouse-eared 1950’s 
teddy bear, golden mohair with original 
label to foot, and plastic orange and black 
eyes (faded), swivel head and jointed 
limbs, wearing a hand knitted tank top 
with teddy bear badge --18in (46cm.) 
high (general thinning and wear, replaced 
arm pads, repair to foot pad)
 £30-40
 
148. A Pedigree 1950’s golden 
mohair teddy bear, with orange and 
black plastic eye, pressed felt nose, swivel 
head and jointed limbs with velvet pads 
-17in (43cm.) high (slight thinning and 
wear, black mark to eye)
 £30-40
 
149. A large 1960’s Dean’s teddy 
bear, of synthetic and mixed plush with 
plastic orange and black eyes, swivel 
head jointed limbs with velvet pads 
--26in (66cm.) high (small brown stain to 
forehead, with slight thinning) 
 £30-50

 150. A selection of toy musical 
instruments, including a Happknak 
Mickey Mouse and friends tin drum, a 
marching soldiers tin drum, drum sticks 
of varying sizes, a tambourine, horn and 
other items 
 £30-40
 
151. Four soft toy dogs, including 
a 1930’s pink mohair musical dog with 
crank tail, and others --largest 14in 
(36cm.) long (pink with thinning and twp 
holes to the felt underside of front paws, 
slight stains, grey dog, loose eye and 
wobbly neck)
 £40-60
 
152. Three post-war Steiff monkeys, 
two with jointed limbs, two with button 
in ear --8½in (22cm.) high (general wear, 
slight thinning)
 £30-50
 
153. Four European monkey soft 
toys, two German mohair, two possibly 
Hamiro, all with swivel heads and jointed 
limbs -- 15in (38cm.) high (some staining 
to felt paws, one with repair to hand and 
foot paws, general wear and thinning, 
white monkey with added Steiff button) 
 £50-80
 
154. Two Hamiro 1950/ 60’s teddy 
bears, one with clear and black glass 
eyes, working squeaker, both with short 
plush muzzles and pads, swivel head 
jointed limbs -- 14½in (37cm.) high (one 
with miss matching eyes inoperative 
squeaker and repaired stitching to back 
and leg, with thinning and wear, the 
other with loose stiches to nose, and 
small stiches to abdomen) 
 £40-60
 
155. A post-war Chiltern Hugmee 
teddy bear, with orange and black glass 
eyes, swivel head, jointed limbs with 
velvet pads --14in (36cm.) high (three 
small holes to forehead and one to back 
of ear, inoperative squeaker, some wear 
and thinning).
 £30-50
 
156. A Pedigree cub teddy bear, 
white synthetic plush with orange and 
black plastic eyes, felt muzzle, jointed 
limbs with velvet pads and label to back 
seam -- 14in (36cm). high (general wear 
and thinning, remains of felt tongue)
 £20-30
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157. Five post-war Steiff animals, 
including a Dachshund on blue wheels, 
Ocelot, Squirrel Kecki, Pieps white 
begging mouse and another --10in 
(26cm.) long (general wear, replacement 
pull cord)
 £60-80
 
158. A 1940’s Chiltern Hugmee 
teddy bear, with golden mohair, orange 
and black glass eyes, black stitched nose 
and mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs 
and and cloth pads --14in (36cm.) high 
(thinning to side of face, sides, arm, with 
some staining, other general wear to 
body) 
 £40-60
 
159. A German teddy bear 1910-
1920, with black boot button eyes, black 
stitched nose, mouth and claws, slotted-
in-ears, swivel head and jointed limbs 
--18in (46cm.) high (replaced felt pads, 
balding to back, head and legs, two small 
holes in legs, dusty)
 £40-60
 
160. Five unjointed Post-war British 
teddy bears, one with pink and white 
mohair, a panda with remains of label 
to foot and another with chimes, some 
possibly Chiltern (general wear) --14in 
(36cm.) high
 £60-80
 
161. A selection of a small British 
soft toys, including a white felt cat, 
three rabbits, a dog in leather saddle 
and two others --6½in (16cm.) high (two 
with month nibbles, general wear and 
thinning)
 £40-60
 
162. Three small Post-war Eastern 
European teddy bears, of cotton plush, 
with one of Sooty type jointed limbs --8in 
(20cm.) high (staining to pads on two, 
general wear, one with thinning to head) 
 £30-40
 
163. Two Post-war Chiltern Hugmee 
teddy bears, with orange and black glass 
eyes, black plastic noses, swivel heads 
and jointed limbs one with velvet pads 
on with painted cloth --17in (43cm.) high 
(largest with hole to ear, and muzzle, 
repairs to holes in two pads, smaller with 
damage to noses, both with general wear 
and thinning) 
 £40-60
 

164. Three British Monkeys, including 
a jointed Farnell wearing a blue jumper; 
a Pedigree with label in back seam, and 
another -- 14½in (37cm.) high (Pedigree 
with loose beard, some thinning to all, 
smallest with some moth nibbles)
 £40-50
 
165. Five Lamb soft toys, of various 
plush, one with felt ears and brown 
leather collar with bell, another by 
Wendy Boston--largest 9½in (24cm.) high, 
(one with moth nibbles and inoperable 
squeaker, others with general wear)
 £30-50
 
166. A 1930’s Merrythought Donkey, 
with woven label to belly, and a smaller 
Chad Valley Donkey with label to back 
leg --15in (38cm.) high (largest wear to 
black felt hooves, possible moth nibbles, 
ear reattached thinning to mane, smaller 
with remains of brown felt hooves, both 
with thinning and general wear)
 £30-50
 
167. Five soft toys, including a pink 
mohair rabbit with orange and black 
glass eyes, inoperative squeaker and 
four others --10½in (27cm.) long (general 
wear)
 £30-50
 
168. A collection of tinplate toys, 
including a blue Tri-ang collapsible 
pushchair --22½in (57cm.) high, a 
spinning top, watering can, wooden 
blocks, pin badges, globes and other 
items
 £30-50
 
169. A large selection of teddy bear 
and doll household accessories, including 
tea sets, cutlery, saucepans, bath, 
Christmas trees, abacus and other items 
 £30-50
 
170. A Steiff hanging teddy bear 
poster, two Steiff counter top display 
cards, and four framed teddy bear 
pictures --16½in (42cm.) high
 £20-30
 
171. A selection of teddy bear 
craft items, including a two teddy bear 
cardboard boxes, large wooden teddy 
bear wall hanging, a Winnie Pooh money 
box, six small tins; and other items --19in 
(48cm.) high
 £30-40
 

172. A selection of teddy bear and 
doll suitcases and box, of varying sizes, 
including three cash box and jewellery 
box --10in (25cm.) long
 £30-40
 
173. A selection of recent decorative 
toys, including wooden rowing boat shelf 
unit, four pull along animals, a Japanese 
Kokeshi doll and other items --23½in 
(59cm.) high
 £30-40
 
174. A selection of soft toys animals, 
including a Dean’s artificial silk plush duck 
with celluloid floating pupil eyes, a Hansa 
parrot with card tag, an artist made 
Kingfisher and two others --12½in (32cm.) 
high (general wear, thinning to underside 
of ducks wings, and small nibble to shoe)
 £50-80
 
175. Four Post-war teddy bears 
and a Golly, two Edith Moody designed 
homemade bears, a nightdress/pillow 
case and a Wendy Boston Golly --18½in 
(47cm.) high (general wear and thinning, 
some moth nibbles to Golly)
 £30-50
 
176. Three 1960’s British teddy 
bears, including a Pedigree with bells in 
ears, label to back of neck, all fully jointed 
--14½in (37cm.) high (one with pink 
staining to back of leg, ankle and under 
arm
 £40-60
 
177. Five rabbit soft toys, including 
an early English Baby Bunting with 
celluloid face, a fully jointed Chad Valley 
and three others --10½in (27cm.) high 
(damage to celluloid face, thinning and 
wear)
 £40-60
 
178. A late Alpha Farnell white 
mohair teddy bear, with orange and 
black glass eyes, fully jointed (nose with 
over stitching, arm foreshorten and 
replaced foot pads, wear) and a white 
dralon Farnell Alpha teddy bear (missing 
eye) --12in (30.5cm.) high 
 £40-60
 
179. A Schuco miniature Noah’s Ark 
Lion, and four small German pin jointed 
teddy bears, one pink --9in (23cm.) high 
(wear and thinning)
 £40-60
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180. A 1940/50’s English teddy bear, 
with golden mohair, clear and black glass 
eyes with remains of brown painted 
backs, swivel head, jointed limbs, and 
brown painted cloth pads --25in (64cm.) 
high
 £40-60
 
181. Two Post-war Pedigree teddy 
bears, with golden mohair, both with 
replacement orange and black glass eyes, 
jointed limbs, velvet pads --17in (43cm.) 
high (wear and thinning to both,) 
 £40-60
 
182. A Post-war Chiltern Hugmee 
teddy bear, with orange and black glass 
eyes, re-stitched nose swivel head, 
jointed limbs,replacement pads and a 
Chiltern type play worn teddy bear --20in 
(51cm.) high (wear and thinning ) 
 £30-50
 
183. A Post-war Chiltern Hugmee 
golden mohair teddy bear, with orange 
and black glass eyes, swivel head, fully 
jointed, with claw stitched pads --15in 
(38cm.) high (wear) 
 £30-40
 
184. A Dean’s Childsplay 1960’s 
teddy bear, with brown and black plastic 
eyes, black rubber nose, swivel head, 
jointed limbs with velvet pads; and 
another post war teddy bear --22½in 
(57cm.) high (repair to arm pad) 
 £30-50
 
185. Three Post-war British teddy 
bears, including a Tara Teddy bear, with 
orange and black glass eyes, jointed 
limbs, painted cloth pads and two others 
both with orange and black plastic eyes 
and fully jointed --15in (38cm.) (wear, 
repairs to pads) 
 £40-60
 
186. A large Post-war teddy bear 
probably Hamiro, with swivel head, 
jointed limbs with short plush pads, and 
another post- war British teddy bear -- 
24in(64cm.) high (nibbles to plush on foot 
pads) 
 £40-60
 
187. Two Post-war European teddy 
bears, a white mohair Hermann type with 
orange and black glass eyes, swivel head 
and jointed limbs felt pads; and a Hamiro 
teddy baby --14in (36cm.) high (wear, 
moth nibbles to three of the Hamiro 
pads)
 £50-70
 

188. Three 1960/70’s British teddy 
bears, including a Dean’s Childsplay with 
side seam label, all with orange and black 
plastic eyes and jointed limbs --21in 
(53cm.) high (wear) 
 £40-60
 
189. A Chad Valley Post-war teddy 
bear, with orange and black plastic eyes 
swivel head and jointed limbs, label to 
side seam; and another post war English 
teddy bear -- 20in (51cm.) high
 £40-60
 
190. Two Post-war Chiltern Hugmee 
teddy bears, one with orange and black 
glass eyes, swivel head and jointed limbs 
and the other with swivel head orange 
and black plastic eyes, plastic nose and 
jointed limbs --14in(36cm.) high (wear) 
 £50-80
 
191. Two Chiltern-type teddy bears, 
both with glass eyes, swivel heads and 
jointed limbs --20½in (52cm). high (one 
with repair to face, damage to eye, 
replacement pads to both)
 £50-80
 
192. Two 1960’s and later 
Merrythought teddy bears, including and 
a blue/grey mohair plush Twisty Puss cat, 
and hedgehog -- 19in (48cm.) high
 £50-80
 
193. Three British teddy bears, 
comprising of one sheepskin teddy bear, 
a Tinka-Bell sheep skin ball and two worn 
teddy bears --24in (61cm.) (dusty, wear)
 £40-60
 
194. Four 1960’s British teddy bears, 
three with jointed limbs --12in (30cm.) 
high
 £30-40
 
195. Two Post-war Chiltern Hugmee 
teddy bears, both orange and black glass 
eyes, swivel heads and jointed limbs 
--20in (51cm). high (worn)
 £40-60
 
196. Two German Gokra teddy bears, 
cotton plush, glass eyes swivel heads, 
jointed limbs with plywood lined feet 
--23in (58cm.) high (one with replaced 
ears)
 £30-50
 

197. Seven soft toys, including an 
English koala bear, a Wendy Boston 
teddy bear, two knitted Gollies, a Chiltern 
Roly-Polly Mouse and two others --12in 
(30cm.) high (some wear, knitted rabbit 
with hole to centre seam)
 £30-50
 
198. Two Chiltern Post-war teddy 
bears, with orange and black eyes, swivel 
heads and jointed limbs --18½in (47cm.) 
high (wear) 
 £40-60
 
199. Two Chiltern Post-war teddy 
bears, both with orange and black glass 
eyes, the larger with a black plastic nose, 
swivel heads and jointed limbs --19½in 
(19cm.) high (wear) 
 £40-60
 
200. Four small artist teddy bears, 
a Mirkwood Bears Delia 1of 1, with card 
tag, Bear Studio Isabelle with beaded 
necklace, and two Eunice teddy bears
 £30-50
 
201. Three Artist teddy bears, The 
Teddy Bear Orphanage Betsy by Judy 
Senk, Bears by D Mearing, Mary, both 
with card tags and a B Bears, by Sharon 
Towsend --13in (33cm.) high
 £30-50
 
202. Five Katiemays artist dogs 
including Boswer Boxer Dog in a leather 
collar, Miss Rosie Red Bear, and three 
others --15in (38cm.) high 
 £50-70
 
203. A Robin Rive limited edition 
Brighton teddy bear, 276 of 1000, in 
striped swimsuit and straw hat; and two 
Robin Rive Gollies, Peachy 22 of 500, and 
Sweet Peach 22 of 500, all with card tags 
--11in (28cm.) 
 £30-50
 
204. An unknown artist Teddy bear, 
with golden mohair, fully jointed and a 
distinctive stitched nose -- 20in (51cm.) 
high (wear to felt pads)
 £30-50
 
205. A Wood-U-Like Bears 
mechanical artist teddy bear, Dunster 12, 
designed by Richard and Lisa Gunston in 
2000, with card tag --11in (28cm.) high
 £40-60
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206. A Bears to Hug Master Halfling 
teddy bear, 1 of 1, with card tag --19in 
(39cm.) high 
 £20-30
 
207. A Brodie Bears Pretzel artist 
teddy bear, 1 of 1, dark brown mohair, 
with hand painted pads and card tag 
--16in (41cm.) high (dusty)
 £30-50
 
208. A Barbara-Ann Bears Pablo 
artist teddy bear, from the Old Time Teds 
range, fully jointed, with card tag --22in 
(56cm.) high
 £40-60
 
209. A Kingston Bears Sheldon teddy 
bear, 1 of 1 designed by Susie James, with 
card tag --18in (36cm.) high
 £30-50
 
210. The Cotswold Bear Co Kiwi 
artist teddy Bear, 1 of 1 with card tag; 
and a Forest Bears artist bear --15in 
(38cm.) high
 £30-50
 
211. Three Artist teddy bears, 
including a Tyke Bear by A E Kidd dressed 
in blue knitted dungaree’s and two 
smaller unknown artist bears --15in 
(38cm.) high (some moth nibbles to tyke 
bear pads and caramel coloured bear) 
 £30-50
 
212. Two Trinity Bears artist teddy 
bears, dressed in a floral dress and 
jumper and jeans; and a Beccles Bears, 
limited edition Belaugh 3 of 3, with card 
tag --11½in (29cm.) high
 £30-50
 
213. Three artist teddy bears, the 
largest a Trinity Bears bear in brown 
dress; a Cotswold Bear Co. Fairfax from 
the Cub Collection with silver stitched 
nose and card tag; and a Susan Jane 
Minstrel, 2 of 10 with card tag
 £30-50
 
214. Four miniature artist teddy 
bears, Charlie by D.H. wearing a jesters 
collar: a blond bear in a green shoe and 
two others
 £30-50
 
215. Four miniature artist teddy 
bears, a Fieldfayre Bears, by Julie Tonkin 
wearing a bell: a Trinity bears in a white 
jumper; and two other unknown artist 
bears -- 8in(20cm.) high largest
 £30-50

 216. Three Artist teddy bears, 
including Domino by Tinker Bears: 
Tiramisll 1 of 1 by Carlton bears, both 
with card tags; and a Flying House 
designs, dressed in grey coat
 £30-50
 
217. A Clemens Spieltiere artist 
teddy bear, Farrell, 165 of 399 designed 
by Isabella Hoffmann, dressed in denim 
jacket and jeans: and a Grisly - Spielwaren 
Justin artist Teddy, 268 of 444 both with 
card tags --15in(38cm.) high
 £40-60
 
218. Three Artist teddy bears, 
including a Naomi Laight collectors bear: 
Rosywise Bears, Cherry 16 of 25; and a 
Flying House Designs smaller Red bear by 
Carol ZawadzKi -- 14in(35cm.) high (stain 
to Roseywise label on foot)
 £40-60
 
219. A Bransgrove Bears Collectors 
Club Edition 1997 Bracken Teddy Bear, 
with card tag; a Jaymar Creations pale 
green bear; a Big Softies bear in striped 
cardigan, and another  -- 14in (35cm.) 
high
 £40-60
 
220. Three artist teddy bears, 
including a Wellwood Bears, Jan 1 of 1; a 
Homeless Bears collectors bear, by Alison 
Thorne both with card tags: a Bruins 
bear with tartan pads and a Hilltop Toys 
manufactured bear -- 10 in (25.5cm.) high 
 £40-60
 
221. Four artist teddy bears, 
including a Bearable bears An-Ki 2 of 15 
made for Teddy bears of Witney by Anjo 
Noija-Nehmelm: a Hug-A- Boo-Bears 
Charlie 1 of 1, a felted teddy bear with 
bell and another --10in (25.5cm) high
 £40-60
 
222. Eight small artist teddy bears 
including a Flower Bearies Gregory, 
Bocs Teganau Pepper, and Elton, and five 
others --9in (23cm.) high
 £40-60
 
223. A collection of small animal soft 
toys, including a Maileg bunny bride, a 
Maileg mouse, Sigikid, mouse, a Stavert 
Bears Celeste -- 1 of 1 10in (25.5cm) high
 £30-50
 

224. A Bear in Fir limited edition 
artist teddy bear, Jacob, 3 of 20, with 
open mouth, a Stavert Bear, Lost Peter 1 
of 1, and a CoCo Bears bear by Rebecca 
Fry; all with card tags -- 14½in (37cm.) 
high
 £30-50
 
225. Seven small artist teddy bears, a 
Naomi Light Winnifred and Douglas, with 
card tags; a Bevern BÄren Paul 1 of 1 with 
card tag; and four others (some dusty)
 £40-60
 
226. A selection of manufactured 
teddy bears, including seven TY Beanie 
Babies, Oliver Oil, Snoopy, and others -- 
13in(33cm.) high
 £30-50
 
227. Two large Flying Horse Designs 
artist teddy bears, Ginger Bear no. 
1 and Oscar no. 1, designed by Carol 
Ann Zawadzki, both with card tags -- 
22in(56cm.) high
 £40-60
 
228. A Bearable bears Pip made for 
Teddy bears of Witney by Anjo Noija-
Nehmelm 4 of 8: a Rickerscote Bears 
Smartie; and a Old Troopers Cyrano, all 
with card tags -- 13½in (34cm.) high
 £30-50
 
229. Two artist teddy bears, Kindred 
Spirits William in waistcoat and Solent 
Bears Joe, both with fully jointed with 
card tags -- 17in (43cm.) high
 £30-50
 
230. Two small artist teddy bears, 
Bear Hugs Diamond and an April Bears 
Eric 1 of 5, by April bears -- 8½in (22cm.) 
high
 £30-50
 
231. Three small artist Teddy bears, 
a Hug-A Boo-Bears, Alby with key, a Heiv 
Looni Bear, both with card tags and a 
Brambles bear --8in(20cm.) high
 £30-50
 
232. Five miniature artist teddy 
bears, and a miniature bunny rabbit 
--4½in (10cm.) 
 £30-50
 
233. Two small artist teddy bears, 
Tweedell designed by Shirley Latimer no 
.3 with card tag; and a Pertinax Bears 
Miss Tilly Love 1 of 1 with card tag -- 8½in 
(21cm.) high (dusty)
 £20-40
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 234. Ten miniature artist teddy 
bears, two dressed as Father Christmas; 
a Jony Jester 2155 of 3000 by Deborah 
Canham --3½in (9cm.) high
 £20-40
 
235. A collection of miniature teddy 
bears including, a teddy bear Muff --6¼in 
(16cm.) high; a red and with gingham 
bear and others 
 £20-40
 
236. A Selection of manufactured 
animals and teddy bears, including a 
Butterscotch rabbit; a rat in a pink jumper 
and a musical teddy bear dressed as an 
angel, and others -- 11½in (29cm.) high
 £30-50
 
237. Five artist teddy bears, a Jayne’s 
Bears Humphrey, 1 of 1, a Brackenwood 
Bears Pansy 5 of 5, Cambrian Bears Ltd, 
Rufus 221 of 1000; and two others -- 12in 
(30cm.) high
 £30-50
 
238. Two Chubleigh Bears teddy 
bears, Rosalind rose velvet with card tag 
and another in striped jumper --19¾in 
(50cm.) high
 £30-50
 
239. Six artist teddy bears, a 
Cotswold Bears Cuthbert from the 
Edwardian Collection 1 of 1,  a Boc 
Teganau Dylan Mawr and four others 
--13in (33cm.) high (dusty)
 £40-60
 
240. A Canterbury Bears Beckett 
teddy bear, a Asquiths Brian’s Bear no. 
81, both with card tags; and Naomi Laight 
collectors bear --18in (46cm.) high (dusty 
some small moth nibbles to Canterbury 
bear) 
 £30-50
 
241. A Musical Mouse teddy bear, 
holding walking poles; a bear carrying a 
suitcase a roly-poly style teddy bear (legs 
stitched back on and wear); and another 
 £20-40
 
242. A Hellie Bears Limited Edition 
South African teddy bear, Harmies 2 of 
5, with South African Flag, tummy button 
and card tag -- 17in (43cm.) high 
 £20-40
 

243. Seven small artist teddy bears, 
four dressed in hand knitted/crochet 
jumpers, one with bells -- 8 ½in (21cm.) 
high
 £20-40
 
244. Three House of Nisbet Teddy 
bears, one with Union Jack apron, 
another  with signed label to leg (possible 
date 1990) and another -- 14in (36cm.) 
high 
 £30-50
 
245. Three artist teddy bears, 
including a Bears from Bearlyn Annabell 
1 of 1 by Lynne Mitchell: a Romney Bears 
Humphrey 1 of 1; and a The Bears Shed 
bear by Joanne Holland --15in (39cm.) 
high 
 £30-50
 
246. Three Maileg Mice, a rabbit, 
other cloth animals and dolls, including a 
Paradise Road Bear Love hugging bears in 
original box 
 £30-50
 
247. Four small artist teddy bears, 
a Geburtsurkunde Hischa BÄr, Rosy with 
card tag, a Cranmore Bears Gatcombe 
with card tag; and two others --10in 
(25cm.) high 
 £30-50
 
248. Six small artist teddy bears, 
including a Norbeary Bears Sailor Sam 
and a Brimley Bear Company Jasper -- 
10in (25cm.) high (hole in right ear, and 
to back of left ear of Sailor Sam, stains to 
Jaspers pads, dusty) 
 £30-50
 
249. A Steiff limited edition 
Appolonia Margarete 2004 teddy bear, 
5111, with card tag certificate -- 11in 
(28cm.) high. (wear to pads)
 £20-40
 
250. A Steiff yellow tagged Posy 
Penguin, and a Steiff limited edition 
Celebration teddy bear 2774 of 30000 
for 1997 -- 9in (23cm.), a miniature Steiff 
furry bear; and a Steiff miniature teddy 
bear display stand -- 9in (23cm.) high
 £30-50
 
251. Four Hermann teddy bears, 
including a limited edition Sonneberg 
Museums Bear 2002, 87 of 250, with 
baby bear in basket with card tag; a 
Miniature in original box, and two others, 
(slight moth nibbles to bear in brown 
jumper)
 £40-60

 252. Four Robin Rive teddy bears, 
including Mr Green Paw, 78 of 300, Miss 
Jo Jo, 82 of 100 both with card tags, 
Crispin, and Flipe (no card tags); and 
another manufactured teddy bear
 £50-70
 
253. A Mother Hubbard collectors 
teddy bear POB, no. 8 from year 1996, 
and two unnamed artist teddy bears both 
fully jointed --19in (49cm.) high
 £30-50
 
254. Five small artist teddy bears, 
including a Bunry Bear Perdita, ‘The Lost 
One’, a Bocs Teganau pink bear, and a 
bears by Susan Jane (dusty, moth nibbles 
to Perdita) 
 £30-50
 
255. Three artist teddy bears, 
including a Stanley Bears, Stanley 
by Victoria, and two Frankie Edwards 
bears (one with thinning to leg) and 
two manufactured teddy bears --17in 
(44cm.) high 
 £30-50
 
256. Three artist teddy bears, a 
Bell Bears designs, brown and white 
bear, a Sarah Woods, Sarah’s Bear, 
Dylan, and another large black and 
white Panda style bear --14in (35cm.) 
high (marks to black suede pads, 
dusty)
 £30-50
 
257. Two artist teddy bears, a 
Meldrum Bears Arthur 3 of 15, with 
card tag, and a Stevenson Brothers 
limited edition bear 93 of 100, signed 
Mark and Tony Stevenson 15/12/93 
to foot pad (black stitching lose to left 
paw, slight stain an lose of fur in the 
same area) -- 21 in (54 cm.) high
 £40-60
 
258. A Country Bears Star artist 
teddy bear by Clare Davis - Teddy, 
and a Bärenwöwle Little Helen, 3 of 3, 
in green dress -- 13in (33cm.) high
 £30-50
 
259. Three artist teddy bears, 
including Grisly-Spielwaren Harvey 
183 of 222 with card tag; Clemens 
bear in coral pink jumper; and three 
teddy bear figures (slight moth nibble 
to pad of Clemens bear, dusty) 
 £30-50
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260. Three Boyd’s Bears teddy 
bears, and Boyd’s bears black board, 
and three Ganz Cottage Collections 
bears, and another 
 £30-50
 
261. A selection of cloth mice of 
varying sizes by Barbara Sansoni, a 
striped fabric teddy bear in a green coat, 
a cream frog in straw hat, rabbit and 
others --18in (46cm.) high
 £30-50
 
262. Three Little Folk teddy bears, 
standing --20 in (51cm.) high
 £20-40
 
263. Two Dean’s Rag book Company 
teddy bears, a Frank Webster design 
Donovan, 185 of 250 with card tag; 
a limited edition bear, no. 30 ( some 
moth nibbles); a Farnell Alpha Toy by 
Merrythought 19 of 60; and other 
possibly Dean’s (foot label marked out in 
black, back label removed) -- 19in (49cm.) 
high
 £40-60
 
264. Four artist teddy bears, a 
Susan Johnson bear for the Teddy Bear 
Museum; a Tarlton Bears pink crushed 
velvet bear, and two others --16in (40cm.) 
high
 £30-50
 
265. Four artist teddy bears, 
including a Holly bear in a blue coat; a 
TheThynne Bear Co. Charlene ready for 
Bed, 2 of 20 with card tag; and two others 
--14½in (37cm.) high
 £30-50
 
266. Six Canterbury Bears teddy 
bears, including a bear dressed in a blue 
sailor suit, two in dressing gowns, one 
with card tag and three smaller bears 
--13in (33cm.) high 
 £30-50
 
267. A Selection of modern rabbits 
and teddy bears, including Margot an 
artist rabbit, a Maileg teddy bear in pink 
cardigan, and a purple corduroy teddy 
bear 
 £30-50
 
268. An Emily Ark artist teddy bear, 
fully jointed with stitched nose detail, 
card tags and another smaller bear -- 19in 
(48cm.) high
 £40-60
 

269. Two Harris Tweed Collection 
teddy bears, Nesbit in orange and Scot 
with tartan pads, both with card tags; and 
a small grey knitted bear --13in (33cm.) 
high (dusty)
 £30-50
 
270. Four artist teddy bears, a 
Bear Hugs old Ted by Bev Mcnab; a 
Susan Johnson bear for the Teddy Bear 
Museum, and two others -- 14in. (35cm.) 
high 
 £30-50
 
271. A Secret Garden Bears teddy 
bear, and two Frankie Edwards dark teal 
small teddy bears --12in (30cm.) high 
(dusty) 
 £30-50
 
272. Three artist teddy bears, one 
dressed in a brown jumper and trousers 
hand made by Suzanne; and two by 
unknown artists (dusty) --19in (48cm.) 
high 
 £30-50
 
273. Four artist teddy bears, 
including an English Teddy bear Company 
Oscar in green duffle coat and three 
others --10 in (26cm.) high (dusty)
 £30-50
 
274. A Cambrian Bear Ltd Gladys 
Rose, 83 of 100, with Bel Verdere 
embroider to foot pad, and two others, 
one dressed in black and gold waistcoat 
-- 17in (44cm.) high
 £30-50
 
275. A Wiltshire Bears teddy bear, in 
brown hand knitted jumper and a Thread 
bears bear -- 18in (46cm.) high
 £40-60
 
276. A Dinglebeary Bears artist bear, 
and two others -- 16in (40cm.) high 
 £30-50
 
277. Two H M Toys Teddy bears, and 
larger Trinity Bears bear by Marilyn Haupt 
in a hand-knitted jumper --21in (54cm.) 
high
 £30-50
 
278. Three Artist teddy bears, 
including a Homeless Bears Pillier 
Thorne 1st, no. 19. in striped jumper; 
a Brightmore Bears; and another plush 
bear in suede lederhosen -- 24in (61cm.) 
high (dusty) 
 £30-50
 

279. A selection of hand knitted 
teddy bear outfits, including six jumpers, 
nineteen cardigans, two dungarees, six 
tank tops, two trousers, two pairs of 
booties, and other items, suitable for 
teddy bears and dolls, varying sizes
 £30-40
 
280. A large selection of 
manufactured clothes and accessories 
for teddy bears or dolls, including a 
red wool coat, Harrods’s sailor dress, 
leaderhosen, jeans, jumpers, tank tops, 
accessories and and some other hand 
knitted items, suitable for teddy bears 
and dolls, varying sizes
 £30-40
 
281. A selection of hand knitted 
and crochet outfits for smaller teddy 
bears, including nine tank tops, two pairs 
of gloves, five jumpers, nine cardigans, 
seventeen scarfs, a crochet blanket and 
others
 £30-40
 
282. A large selection of hand knitted 
teddy bear outfits, including eight 
jumpers, a cream dress, brown sailor 
style suit, seventeen cardigans, nineteen 
tank tops, a teddy bear bag, and other 
items suitable for teddy bears and dolls, 
varying sizes
 £30-40
 
283. Eight artist or craft made dolls, 
two Gaganis two-dimension dolls with 
card labels --24 ½in (62cm.) high; a larger 
papier-mache headed doll with stuffed 
body; a elongated doll with clay head, 
hands and plimsoles; a Miss Fannie 
Turgeon’s Memories in Cloth; and three 
others
 £60-80
 
284. Recent small cloth and wood 
dolls, eleven Polish jointed wooden dolls; 
a cloth witch doll on broomstick --15in 
(38cm.) high; two Navajo dolls and other 
cloth dolls
 £40-60
 
285. Seventeen elongated cloth craft 
or artist dolls, one ‘Lovingly Made by 
Lois’; an angel --30in (76cm.) high and 
others, most without labels
 £80-100
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286. An Armand Marseille Floradora 
doll, with lashed blue sleeping eyes, 
brown mohair wig, jointed composition 
body and pink dress --14in (35.5cm.) high 
(missing arm); a small china shoulder 
head; an AM baby on composition 
body (head smashed and glued); and a 
reproduction doll
 £40-60
 
287. Various cloth dolls, a post-war 
Chad Valley felt faced doll with jointed 
velvet body and labels on feet --15in 
(38cm.) high (moth nibbles to face); a 
knitted soldier doll; a small Russian tea 
cosy doll; two felted babuskhas and five 
others
 £40-60
 
288. Three post-war composition 
headed baby dolls, one with 
sleeping eyes and stuffed body --20 
½in (52cm) high; and one brown; a 
German plastic Sandmann doll; and 
three rubber babies (some wear and 
crazing)
 £40-60
 
289. Various teddy bears, a small 
Naomi Laight --6in (15cm.) high; three 
cotton plush Eastern European teddy 
bears and a similar dog; a R Hudspith 
bear and two others
 £40-60
 
290. A post-war Pedigree 
musical poodle, with golden mohair/
synthetic mixed plush, orange and 
black plastic eyes, jointed limbs, 
keywind musical mechanism causing 
his head to turn from side to side 
--14in (35.5cm.) long (some wear)
 £20-30
 
291. Four Mattel collector’s 
Barbie dolls, 30th Anniversary Barbie 
& Ken Star Trek set; Marilyn in Happy 
Birthday Mr President dress; Peace & 
Love 70’s; and Spot Scene, in original 
window boxes (slight wear to boxes)
 £40-60
 
292. A Gabrielle Design 
Paddington, in blue duffel coat with 
red hat and red Dunlop Wellington 
boots — 18 1/2in (47cm.) high
 £30-50
 
293. Six plaster Robertson Golly 
band figures, all with paper labels 
—3in (7.5cm.) high
 £20-30
 

294. Three Ashton-Drake by 
Yollando Bello Disney Baby dolls, 
Baby Goofy, Baby Donald and 
Baby Daisy, in original boxes with 
certificates (missing small Daisy)
 £20-30
 
295. Two Dean’s Artist Showcase 
limited edition teddy bears, Emily 99 
of 1500, and Marcus 100 of 1500, in 
matching floral outfits both with card tags
 £40-60
 
296. Five Dean’s Rag Book teddy 
bears, including a limited-edition Jack 
from the Luxury Collectables 1333 of 
2500, with certificate and card tag; a 
Frank Webster Branigan Jnr 378 of 500; 
Ol’ Fashioned 165 of 500, two others all 
with card tags and original boxes; and a 
vintage Dean’s -Gwentoy dog on wheels
 £60-80
 
297. Four Dean’s Rag Book teddy 
bears, including a limited-edition Replica 
Nigel 74 of 1500; a limited-edition replica 
Cheryl’s bear 9 of 1000, both in original 
window boxes with card tags, and two 
others -- 15½in (40cm.) high (plastic slight 
discolouring) 
 £60-80
 
298. Four Dean’s Rag Book teddy 
bears, including a limited-edition Mycroft 
replica of a 1930s teddy purchased a 
Christies in Dec 1993, 8 of 200; a limited-
edition Replica Nigel 23 of 1500, both in 
original window boxes with card tags, and 
two others --14½in (37cm.) high
 £60-80
 
299. A late 20th century rocking 
horse, probably wooden body covered in 
fur with carved wooden nose and mouth, 
glass eyes, leather saddle and tack, on 
varnished pine trestle rocker --44in 
(112cm.) long 
 £80-120
 
300.  A very large Ernst Heubach 342 
character bady, with blue lashed sleeping 
eyes, brown hair wig, bent-limbed 
composition body and pink floral top 
--30in (76cm.) high (missing five fingers 
and scratches to face)
 £40-60
 

301. A Simon & Halbig for KÄmmer & 
Reinhardt child doll, with blue glass eyes, 
pierced ears, brown hair wig, jointed 
composition body, printed black floral 
dress and underclothes --30in (76cm.) 
high (head broken and badly restored, 
head too large for body and eyes fixed in 
place)
 £30-50
 
302. An Armand Marseille 1330 
character bady, with blue sleeping lashed 
eyes, trembling tongue, blonde mohair 
wig, bent-limbed composition body, pink 
dress with matching bonnet and oil-
cloth boots --20in (51cm.) high (restored 
hands)
 £30-40
 
303. A C M Bergmann 1916 child 
doll, with brown glass eyes, recent 
blonde wig, jointed composition body 
and white and red synthetic dress with 
lace trim --24 ½in (62cm.) high (eyes now 
fixed in place)
 £80-120
 
304. A Limoges child doll, with fixed 
blue glass eyes, recent brown wig, jointed 
composition body, red dress and shoes 
with white apron --22 ½in (57cm.) high 
(head well restored and body repainted) 
 £40-60
 
305. A Schoenau & Hoffmeister 
914 child doll, with brown lashed 
sleeping eyes, brown mohair wig, jointed 
composition body, white cotton dress and 
straw hat --25in (63.5cm.) high (cracked 
forehead and body damaged/restored)
 £30-50
 
306. A George Borgfeldt bisque 
headed child doll, with blue sleeping 
eyes, blonde mohair wig, jointed 
composition body and pale yellow dress 
printed with flowers --24in (61cm.) high 
(back and side of head broken and glued 
and body repainted)
 £30-40
 
307.  An Armand Marseille 370 
shoulder head, with fixed brown glass 
eyes, brown mohair wig, replacement 
stuffed body with celluloid hands, brown 
kids hoes, old pink dress with matching 
green felt cape and brimmed hat --27in 
(68cm.) high
 £50-80
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308. A Bahr & Proschild 289 Dep 
child doll, with fixed blue striated eyes, 
pierced ears, blonde mohair wig, jointed 
composition body and pink dress with 
matching bonnet --21 ¾in (55cm.) high 
(head broken and glued)
 £40-60
 
309. An Alt Beck & Gottschalck 1362 
child doll, with brown sleeping eyes, 
brown hair wig, jointed composition 
body, white cotton dress and 
underclothes --26in (66cm.) high (broken 
and repaired down back of head including 
right ear)
 £50-80
 
310. A German bisque headed doll 
impressed C, with blue sleeping eyes and 
jointed composition body --17in (43cm.) 
high (unstrung, missing wig and one knee 
ball)
 £60-80
 
311. A very large Armand Marseille 
990 baby doll, with blue sleeping 
eyes, brown mohair wig, bent-limbed 
composition body and cream romper 
--27in (69cm.) high (cracked down left 
side of face and arcos eye sockets)
 £20-30
 
312. Two German bisque headed 
babies, an Armand Marseille 992 with 
bent-limbed composition body --23in 
(58.5cm.) high (small crack to forehead, 
eyes badly set, missing wig and wear to 
body); and an E. Heubach 267 (broken 
and glued head and missing two fingers)
 £30-40
 
313. An Armand Marseille 390 child 
doll. with blue sleeping eyes, blonde 
mohair wig, replaced old straight limbed 
composition body and pink dress --23 ½in 
(60cm.) high (chip out of back of top rim)
 £30-50
 
314. A German china shoulder-head 
doll, with blue eyes, black painted and 
moulded centre-parted hair in ringlets, 
stuffed body with china limbs and blue 
and white plaid dress with underclothes 
--22 ½in (57cm.) high
 £50-80
 
315. A large German china 
shoulder-head doll, probably Alt, Beck 
& Gottschalck with blue painted upward 
glancing eyes, black painted moulded 
centre-parted hair in ringlets stuffed boy 
and recent floral printed dress --30in 
(76cm.) high 
 £80-120

 316. Four continental national 
costume boy dolls with composition 
heads, stuffed bodies with original 
costumes --24in (61cm.) largest (wear 
and staining)
 £30-40
 
317. Two small cloth boudoir type 
dolls, one with eye lashes, blonde hair 
and composition limbs --19in (48cm.) 
high; another worn example: and two 
nice quality cloth Eastern European dolls
 £40-60
 
318. Three French Petitcollin 
celluloid dolls, two in original costumes 
--15in (38cm.) high; and four other dolls 
in European costume
 £40-60
 
319. Six composition head European 
costume dolls, mainly Eastern European 
with stuffed bodies --22in (56cm.) largest 
(some wear)
 £30-50
 
320. Four composition headed 
European costume dolls, the largest 
--22in (56cm.) high (one missing hat/wig, 
one an arm and some wear)
 £30-50
 
321. Four composition headed 
European costume dolls, with stuffed 
bodies, the largest --20in (51cm.) high 
(some wear and damage); and a painted 
bisque headed example (missing eyes and 
wig)
 £30-50
 
322. Eleven European costume dolls, 
two bisque Evelt Greek figures on stands 
--14 ½in (37cm.) high; other cloth with 
various heads including rubber
 £30-50
 
323. A large German china shoulder-
head doll, with blue painted upward 
glancing eyes, red eyelid line, rosy 
cheekys, black painted and moulded 
centre-parted hair falling in ringlets, 
stuffed body, recent china limbs and 
cream floral printed dress --27in (69cm.) 
high
 £70-100
 
324. A pink tinted china shoulder 
head doll, possibly of recent 
manufacture, with blue painted eyes, 
black painted and moulded hair, stuffed 
body, recent china limbs and brown and 
pink two-part dress --25in (63.5cm.) high
 £50-80
 

325. A German china shoulder-head 
doll, with blue painted upward glancing 
eyes, black painted and moulded centre-
parted hair falling in curls and ringlets 
around the head, stuffed body, china 
limbs and blue and white striped dress 
--24in (61cm.) high (one leg broken and 
missing lower half)
 £50-80
 
326. A German bisque shoulder head 
doll, probably Alt, Beck & Gottschalck 
with blue painted eyes, red eyelid 
line, closed mouth, blonde painted 
and moulded hair with centre-parting 
falling in waves half covering the ears, 
stuffed body, bisque arms and legs with 
moulded brown heeled shoes tied with 
a ribbon, grey dress with pink trim and 
underclothes --23 ½in (60cm.) high (head 
sunk slightly coming out of mould)
 £80-120
 
327. Four boudoir type cloth dolls, 
one seated on a piece of wood with 
heavily painted makeup and black cloth 
hair, green printed organdy dress and red 
heeled shoes --22in (56cm.) high; an old 
man and woman; and another in French 
costume with composition arms (some 
damage and wear)
 £60-80
 
328. Four recent black cloth Mammy 
dolls, all with stitched features, hoop 
earrings and brightly coloured clothes 
--26in (66cm.) height of largest
 £20-30
 
329. Five Jamaican black cloth dolls, 
each with turbaned head balancing 
a basket on head, brightly coloured 
clothing --26 ½in (67.5cm.) height of 
largest (dusty and some a little stained, 
would clean up)
 £20-30
 
330. Four recent black cloth dolls, 
three in the primitive antique style, 
two with separate applied noses --26 
½in (67cm.) high (one undress and two 
missing hair); and a brown Pippa Doll
 £20-30
 
331. Twenty assorted size doll 
stands, the largest --21in (54cm) high 
 £20-30
 
332. Twenty assorted size doll 
stands, the largest 21in (54cm.) high
 £20-30
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333. A fine quality reproduction 
bisque fashionable type doll, with 
fixed shoulder head turned to the felt, 
blue striated eyes, pierced ears, auburn 
mohair wig, stuffed body with bisque 
limbs and burgundy and black dress, 
unlabelled --31in (79cm.) high; and a 
Babs and Stan Tomlinson bebe made in 
memory of Helen Stanton
 £50-80
 
334. Four reproduction bisque 
French bebes, a Dear Dolly in white dress 
--24in (61cm.) high; a Lilian Middleton 
Bru (missing wig); and two others (one 
undressed and one damaged clothing)
 £50-80
 
335. A reproduction bisque Simon 
& Halbig Oriental 1129, dressed --17in 
(43cm.) high; a Stewart Ross Vanity Fair 
Flaming Arrow and two similar Native 
American dolls; and a black Dynasty Doll 
Collection girl
 £30-50
 
336. Five reproduction bisque 
fashion doll types, in European costumes 
--15in (38cm.) high (one missing wig); and 
three other reproduction bisque dolls
 £40-60
 
337. Three reproduction bisque 
French bebes, a Stan & Babs Tomlinson 
Bru Jne --23 ½in (60cm.) high (missing 
wig); a Bru Jne by Butler Repro 1976 
(missing wig); and another (damaged 
legs)
 £50-80
 
338. A reproduction bisque Albert 
Marque bebe, in original clothes --18in 
(46cm.) high; and three bisque bebes in 
18th century costumes
 £40-60
 
339. Five reproduction bisque 
character dolls, comprising two KÄmmer 
& Reinhardt —18in (a 46cm.) high, two 
Albert Marque and a SFBJ; and three 
other bisque headed collector’s dolls 
(two wigs missing)
 £40-60
 
340. Four German composition doll’s 
bodies, two child and two babies —22in, 
(56cm.) high (wear); and a papier-mâché 
SFBJ 301 doll
 £40-60
 

341. Six European dolls in traditional 
costume, three Czechoslovakian, 
the largest --24in (61cm.) high; and 
a Hungarian bride groom, mainly 
composition headed (dusty and some 
slight crazing)
 £20-30
 
342. A primitive black cloth doll 
circa 1900, with stitched eyes, nose and 
mouth, headscarf and brown cotton 
dress printed with black and white spots, 
red stitching to toes and fingers --20 ½in 
(52cm.) high; and two later and similar, 
one undressed 
 £20-30
 
343. Three recent Amish 
Pennsylvanian faceless cloth dolls, two 
with stuffed gathered cotton heads, 
cotton bodies, all with black sun bonnets 
and white aprons, red, purple and blue 
dresses --23 ½in (60cm.) largest
 £20-30
 
344. Three Russian cloth Babushka 
coffee or tea cosies, with painted faces, 
one knitting and one blowing on a tea 
bowl --18in (46cm.) high; and three hand 
painted cloth Matryoshka doll doorstops
 £20-30
 
345. Three recent black cloth dolls in 
the primitive antique style, with stitched 
features, two with button eyes, two with 
light gingerish brown hair and nicely 
dressed --26 ½in (67.5cm.) high (smallest 
with slight damage to legs)
 £30-50
 
346. A large Jenny McCarthy 
Gaysarin Original artist doll, bisque 
headed Asian doll with painted eyes with 
eyelashes, black wig, jointed body with 
bisque limbs, elaborate costume and PDG 
of WA ribbon --25in (64cm.) high
 £10-20
 
347. Three recent American cloth 
dolls, with painted face, unjointed, 
dressed for autumn, Halloween and 
Christmas —22in (56cm.) high (dusty)
 £30-40
 
348. Eleven British hard plastic baby 
dolls, including two Pedigree black babies 
—16in (41cm.) largest; and other dolls in 
pieces, possibly not all complete 
 £40-60
 

349. Four AboSisi Sisters of Africa 
doll, made from old newspapers, dressed 
in tribal costumes, in original boxes - -16 
½in (42cm.) high
 £20-30
 
350. Three Nepalese two-faced deity 
puppets, with papier-mâché heads and 
wooden articulated limbs —16in (41cm.) 
high; two wooden Solomon Island 
effigies; and a Formosa fisherman
 £30-40
 
351. Eight dolls from around the 
world, a small leather man, probably 
North African —7 ½in (19cm.) high, two 
Russian blank faced cloth dolls; two 
Rajasthani cloth dolls, a Bulgarian lady 
and two wooden figures
 £30-50
 
352. Six composition dolls, a baby 
with blue painted eyes and composition 
body —14in (36cm.) high; two black 
babies, one with wool tufts and others 
(some damage)
 £30-50
 
353. Three Chinese porcelain headed 
dolls, two similar girls with two buns and 
flowers in hair, stuffed bodies and original 
clothes; and a smaller example —24in 
(61cm.) high
 £30-50
 
354. Fifteen bisque headed 
collector’s dolls, Sugar Britches baby 
signed RGJB —19in (48cm.) high; three 
Leonardo Collection in original boxes; 
three dressed in Welsh costume and 
others
 £30-40
 
355. Thirteen recent Thai cloth 
dolls, nine large examples —24in (61cm.) 
tallest; and four small examples
 £30-40
 
356. Printed cloth dolls and animals, 
The Toy Works cat cushion in Santa outfit 
—15in (38cm.) high; Dean’s - Golly, Teddy 
and Bunny; a Chad Valley Noddy and 
others (some fading)
 £30-40
 
357. Thirteen cloth dolls, two with 
embroidered faces and original clothes; 
two Guardsmen —19in (48cm.); an 
American type with button eyes and the 
others homemade (not completed in 
some cases)
 £30-50
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358. Gollies and black cloth dolls 
a Merrythought Golly with chimes 
—19in (48cm.) high (torn backs of 
legs); a Wendy Boston Golly (repair to 
forehead); and others (wear)
 £30-50
 
359. A post-war Chad Valley cloth 
dolls, with blue painted eyes, stockinette 
body, blue felt coat and bonnet with 
printed label --11 ½in (29cm.) high; Three 
Chinese Doll company dolls, one with 
card tag (one missing shoe); and a Holly 
Hobbie’s brother Robby
 £40-60
 
360. Six cloth dolls, a Dutch man 
and woman of stockinette, original 
clothes and wooden clogs, possibly Ravca 
--17in (43cm.) high; three other ladies 
(the largest head damaged) and a small 
surgeon doll
 £40-60
 
361. A Grenier-type papier-mâché 
shoulder head doll, on later stuffed body, 
dressed in black --21in (53.5cm.) high 
(head flaking and repainted); a recent 
china shoulder head doll and a small 
bisque example
 £30-50
 
362. A German china shoulder-
head doll, with blue painted eyes, black 
painted and moulded centre-parted hair 
in ringlets, recent stuffed cloth body with 
old composition arms and printed floral 
dress --27in (69cm.) high
 £70-100
 
363. Two German china shoulder-
head dolls, one with blonde painted 
and moulded hair, the other with black, 
both with blue painted eyes and stuffed 
bodies, one in green floral printed dress 
--28in (71cm.) height of largest (both with 
broken and repaired heads, blonde with 
missing foot and repaired china limbs)
 £40-60
 
364. A German bisque shoulder-head 
doll, with blonde painted and moulded 
wavy hair, blue painted eyes, head turned 
slightly to the right, moulded lace collar 
with a gilt and glazed decoration to the 
chest, recent stuffed body with recent 
bisque limbs and pale blue and blue dress 
with lace trim --22 ½in (57cm.) high 
 £60-80
 

365. A German bisque Empress 
Eugenie shoulder head, possibly by Alt, 
Beck & Gottschalck with blue painted 
upward glancing eyes, black painted 
eyeliner, closed mouth with slight 
smile, slender neck, blonde painted and 
moulded hair held in a green painted net 
snood, across the top of the head a pink 
lustre glazed twisted ribbon with gold 
tassel and ostrich plume, stuffed body 
with china limbs and gold silk brocade 
dress with lace trim --23 ½in (60cm.) high 
(restored neck and shoulders)
 £80-120
 
366. An Alt Beck & Gottschalck china 
shoulder head doll, with blue painted 
eyes, moulded and black painted centre-
parted hair in ringlets, stuffed body ad 
floral printed dress --24in (61cm.) high
 £70-100
 
367. A Kloster Veilsdorf china 
shoulder-head doll, with deep blue 
painted eyes, painted eye lashes, very 
rosy cheeks, exposed ears, moulded and 
black painted hair with centre-parting, 
wavy into ringlets, stuffed body with 
antique beige wool dress with red trim, 
underclothes and red and blue leather 
boots --23 ½in (60cm.) high (piece broken 
and glued from down centre and side of 
head)
 £70-100
 
368. A German china shoulder-head 
doll, with blue painted eyes, blonde 
moulded and painted curly hair, stuffed 
body with red integral corset, kid arms 
and remains of red kid integral boots 
--24in (61cm.) high
 £50-80
 
369. A German china shoulder 
head doll, with blue painted eyes, black 
painted and moulded hair with centre-
parting and ringlets, stuffed body with kid 
gloves and recent cream silk dress —27in 
(68.5cm.) high
 £70-100
 
370. A Bawo and Dotter china 
shoulder head doll, with blue painted 
eyes, black painted and moulded centre-
parted wavy hair, impressed shoulders 
10 Pat. Dec. 7/80, stuffed body and floral 
printed dress —27in (69cm.) high (glued 
ankle)
 £60-80
 

371. An Alt Beck & Gottschalck 1046 
china shoulder head doll, with blue 
painted eyes, black painted and moulded 
centre-parted hair in curls, stuffed body 
and recent net dress —22 1/2in (56cm.) 
high (slight chip to one hair strand)
 £40-60
 
372. An Alt Beck & Gottschalck 
bisque shoulder-head lady doll, with 
blue painted eyes, blonde painted and 
moulded hair piled on top of her head 
held with a black painted band, pierced 
ears, stuffed body and printed silk dress 
with black lace trim —24in (61cm.) high 
(back of shoulder broken and glued)
 £60-80
 
373. A German bisque shoulder-
head doll, with blue painted eyes, blonde 
painted and moulded centre-parted hair 
and stuffed body —18 1/2in (47cm.) high 
(crack across chin to shoulder); and a 
restored blonde china shoulder head doll
 £30-50
 
374. Two rare damaged shoulder 
head dolls, a china shoulder head 
with elaborate hair held by beads 
—24in (61cm.) high (head broken and 
glued); and a bisque shoulder head 
with moulded collar (restored around 
shoulders)
 £50-80
 
375. Two German china shoulder 
dolls, both with blue painted eyes, 
blonde painted and moulded curly hair 
and stuffed bodies, one with china limbs, 
the other with kid arms —23 1/2in 
(60cm.) high
 £80-100
 
376. Three vintage soft toy dogs, a 
Schuco Lady from Disney’s Lady and the 
Tramp --10in (25.5cm.) long (faded and 
some wear); a 1930s dogs (wear) and a 
Dralon long haired Collie (dusty)
 £30-50
 
377. A post-war Steiff Peggy Penguin, 
with swivel head --13in (33cm.) high 
(dusty); and post-war Merrythought 
example with printed yellow label (wear)
 £30-50
 
378. Two British teddy bears, a 1930s 
Chiltern-type and another similar, swivel 
heads and jointed limbs, both in knitted 
outfits --16 ½in (42cm.) largest (worn)
 £30-50
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379. Teddy bears and soft toys, a 
Pedigree 1950s teddy bear in knitted 
outfit --17in (43cm.) high; an Eastern 
European cotton plush teddy; an Edith 
Moody design rabbit and bear and a 
home-made Mickey Mouse (worn)
 £40-60
 
380. Post-war Steiff dogs, two Peky 
Pekingnese dogs with swivel heads, one 
with button --9in (23cm.) long; and a 
black Snobby poodle with button (slight 
wear)
 £60-80
 
381. Two British teddy bears, a 
1930s Chiltern-type and another similar, 
swivel heads and jointed limbs, the later 
in knitted outfits --19in (48cm.) largest 
(worn)
 £50-80
 
382. Five Little Folk dressed animals, 
Mole --17in (43cm.) high; two mice and 
two rabbits, three with card tags and 
one with medallion (some slight moth 
damage and dusty)
 £50-80
 
383. Three Applause printed cloth 
dinosaurs, brightly coloured, T-Rex --21in 
(53.5cm.) high (dusty)
 £30-40
 
384. Five House of Nisbet teddy 
bears, a Maybe Bear --14in (35.5cm.) 
high; a Mr Do-It Bear; two Sir Freddie 
Farthing Bear and Drum Major Bear, four 
with certificates (dusty)
 £40-60
 
385. Six recent traditional 
Merrythought teddy bears, all with 
swivel heads, jointed limbs and foot 
labels --15in (38cm.) high (dusty)
 £50-80
 
386. Two Steiff limited edition teddy 
bears, a golden Dicky 1985 --12 ½in 
(32cm.) high and 1990 British Collector’s; 
and a yellow tagged teddy bear (dusty, no 
boxes or certificates)
 £50-80
 
387. Four Jungle Toys animals, 
Barrister and Bank Manager owls, a 
badger and country pig --18in (46cm.) 
high (dusty)
 £40-60
 

388. Two recent Merrythought 
Cheeky teddy bears, and a white mohair 
traditional teddy bear all with foot labels 
--15in (38cm.) high (dusty)
 £40-60
 
389. Two Hermann limited edition 
Berlin teddy bears, an edition of 2000, 
each with a pouch containing a fragment 
of the actual Berlin Wall, with tag 
certificates, in plastic boxes --11in (28cm.) 
high (boxes dusty)
 £50-80
 
390. Various British collector’s 
teddy bears, a Naomi Laight teddy bear 
--12in (31cm.) high; a Dean’s bear, a 
Merrythought Scottish Royal Company of 
Archers; and others (dusty)
 £40-60
 
391. A large quantity of modern 
soft stuffed toys, including two Warner 
Brothers Tom and Jerry --23 ½in (60cm.) 
height of Toms; Eyoree; Winnie the Poohs 
and Tiggers (in two large boxes)
 £30-50
 
392. Various soft toys and teddy 
bears, a felt Rupert the Bear --19in 
(48cm.) high; two AA teddy bears; five 
knitted Bill Badger; Winnie the Poohs and 
other items (slight moth and dusty)
 £30-50
 
393. Three Elizabeth Rose groom soft 
toys, two Hippopotamuses and one pig 
dressed as grooms --14in (35.5cm.) high; 
a similar mouse bride; two Policemen 
bears; and Henry VIII bear and one of his 
wife’s by Margaret Wyatt
 £30-50
 
394. Four small collector’s Gollies, 
two Robin Rive Little Salty and Sabina 
with tag certificates —
 £50-80
 
395. A Silver Cross baby 
perambulator, painted dark blue with 
white lining, original hood and cover 
--47in (119.5cm.) long
 £10-20
 
396. Various teenage vinyl fashion 
dolls, for larger examples one by Lili Ledy; 
three Sindy dolls; a Judith Pregnant Doll, 
in original box and others (dirt, some 
staining and wear)
 £40-60
 

397. A Max Handwerk Bebe Elite 
286 child doll, with blue sleeping eyes, 
replaced brown wig, jointed composition 
body, white cotton dress, underclothes 
and brown leather shoes —28in (71cm.) 
high
 £80-100
 
398. Two Armand Marseille bisque 
headed character babies, both with 
composition bent-limbed bodies, a 985 
—18in (46cm.) high; and a small 990 -
 £40-60
 
399. An Armand Marseille for George 
Borgfeldt 327 character baby, with blue 
lashed sleeping eyes, brown hair wig and 
bent-limbed composition body with grey 
kid shoes —23in (58.5cm.) high (one leg 
broken at knee)
 £50-80
 
400. An Armand Marseille for George 
Borgfeldt 327 character baby, with blue 
lashed sleeping eyes, brown mohair wig, 
bent-limbed composition body, pink dress 
and white cotton sun hat —22in (56cm.) 
high
 £40-60
 
401. An Edmund Edelmann bisque 
headed Melitta baby doll, with blue 
lashed sleeping eyes, brown mohair 
wig, bent-limbed composition body and 
knitted dress —19in (48cm.) high; and 
a Raynal celluloid baby (eyes fallen into 
head) - this lot comes with a photograph 
of Cherry Fidget holding the bisque doll 
in the 1950s, also her school reports 
from 1956-57, presumably she was her 
mother’s doll that she then played with.
 £60-80
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ABBREVIATED TERMS AND CONDITIONS  

Please ensure you view the Full Terms & Conditions on our website  

  

Specialist Auctions Ltd Trading as Special Auction Services referred to as The Auctioneer and to include any person acting upon his authority. In 
these Terms of Sale the words ‘you’, ‘yours’, etc. refer to you as the Buyer. The words “we”, “us”, etc. refer to the Auctioneer. English Law shall govern 
all transactions associated with this sale.  

Conditions of Sale   

Third Party Liability: All persons on the premises of, or at a venue hired or borrowed by the Auctioneers are there upon their own risk. They shall 
have no claim against the Auctioneer in respect of any accident, injury or damage howsoever caused.  

Bidding procedures and the Buyer: You must register your details with us before bidding and provide us with any requested proof of identity and 
billing information, in a form acceptable to us. You must also satisfy any security arrangements we have in place before entering the auction room 
to view or bid. We strongly recommend that you attend the auction in person. You are responsible for your decision to bid for a particular Lot. If 
you bid on a Lot, including by telephone and online bidding, or by placing a commission bid, we assume that you have carefully inspected the Lot 
and satisfied yourself regarding its condition and authenticity.   The Purchase Price: As Buyer, you will pay: a) the Hammer Price; b) a premium of 20% 
of the Hammer Price if bidding in the room; telephone bidding or leaving a commission bid directly with SAS; and for all bidding online via SAS LIVE; 
and a premium of 25% will be charged for all bidding online via the-saleroom.com c.) any artist’s resale right royalty payable on the sale of the Lot; 
and d) any VAT due.  

VAT: You shall be liable for the payment of any VAT applicable on the Hammer Price and premium due for a Lot. We will charge  VAT at the current 
rate at the date of the auction. Items in our catalogue may be marked in the following ways: (*) indicates that VAT is payable by the buyer on the 
hammer price as well as being an element in the buyer’s premium. VAT will be chargeable at the standard rate (presently 20%). This imposition of 
VAT is likely to be because the seller is registered for VAT within the European Union and is not operating the Dealer’s Margin Scheme or because 
VAT is due at 20% on importation into the UK. (**) indicates that the lot has been imported from outside the European Union. [These lots are 
liable to the standard rate of VAT (currently 20%); in certain circumstances these lots will incur a reduced rate of VAT (5%) on the hammer price 
and buyer’s premium]. The rate will be clearly indicated. Lots which do not have either of the above symbols have no VAT payable on the hammer 
price. This is because such lots are sold using the Auctioneers’ Margin Scheme. The VAT included within the premium is not recoverable as input 
tax.   

Payment:  Immediately following your successful bid on a Lot you will pay to us the Total Amount Due within 7 days, by cash (maximum £10,000) or 
bank transfer. Following the day of the sale, we will send out invoices to all successful telephone, online and commission bidders via email or post. 
Your items can be made ready for collection by appointment only. This also applies for courier collection. We are unable to offer in house postage yet 
in Dudley but recommend That’s your lot based locally in Wombourne on 01902 75212 or info@thats-your-lot.co.uk. We also reserve the right to ask 
the buyer to complete a disclaimer regarding this service prior to despatching the goods. Alternatively, you will (at your own expense) pay for and 
personally collect or arrange your own courier to collect any Lots that you have purchased. This must be undertaken no later than 7 days following 
the day of the auction. You may not claim or collect a Lot until you have paid for it. If you do not pay for or collect the Lot within this time period, you 
will be responsible for any reasonable removal, storage and insurance charges in relation to that Lot.  Warranties: The Seller warrants to us and to you 
that: the Seller is the true owner of the Lot for sale or is authorised by the true owner to offer and sell the lot at auction; the Seller is able to transfer 
good and marketable title to the Lot to you free from any third party rights or claims; and as far as the Seller is aware, the main characteristics of the 
Lot set out in the auction catalogue (as amended by any notice displayed in the saleroom or announced by the Auctioneer at the auction) are correct. 
If, after you have placed a successful bid and paid for a Lot, any of the warranties above are found not to be true, please notify us in writing. Neither 
we nor the Seller will be liable to pay you any sums over and above the Total Amount Due and we will not be responsible for any inaccuracies in the 
information provided by the Seller except as set out below.   

Descriptions and condition: Our descriptions of the Lot will be based on: (a) information provided to us by the Seller of the Lot (for which we are not 
liable); and (ii) our opinion (although it is likely that we will not be able to carry out a detailed inspection of each Lot). Weights and measurements 
given are all estimates. We will give you a number of opportunities to view and inspect the Lots before the auction. You (and any independent 
consultants acting on your behalf) must satisfy yourself about the accuracy of any description of a Lot. We shall not be responsible for any 
failure by you or your consultants to properly inspect a Lot. Representations or statements by us as to authorship, genuineness, origin, date, age, 
provenance, condition or estimated selling price involve matters of opinion. We undertake that any such opinion will be honestly and reasonably held 
and accept liability for opinions given negligently or fraudulently. Please note that Lots (in particular second-hand Lots) are unlikely to be in perfect 
condition. Lots are sold “as is” (i.e. as you see them at the time of the auction). Neither we nor the Seller accept any liability for the condition of 
second hand Lots or for any condition issues affecting a Lot if such issues are included in the description of a Lot in the auction catalogue (or in any 
saleroom notice) and/ or which the inspection of a Lot by the Buyer ought to have revealed. We will give indications of provenance where stated by 
sellers. It is imperative that potential buyers or their Agents inspect lots that interest them prior to the auction. Purchases of autographed materials 
and works are made at the risk of the purchaser. Subject to our Terms and Conditions we cannot accept returns on these items.  

  

  

  


